World History First Semester Final Study Guide

Directions:
Review the assigned pages in the Modern History: Patterns of Interaction textbook and your notes. Answer everything on a separate piece of paper. All answers must be arrived at independently, written completely in your own words, and be written in terms you understand. Make sure your answers are labeled and numbered the same as the study guide and are handwritten. For “Key Terms, People, Concepts,” write a brief description in your own words including the most important information and the significance. For “Essential Questions,” write your answer in your own words using 1-2 complete sentences. You should be able to understand your answer without rereading the question.

Note: You will earn a zero and receive additional consequences if any part of your study guide is copied or paraphrased directly from any source or person.

Unit 4: Napoleon (p. 229-241)

A. Key Terms, People, Concepts
   1. Napoleon’s Rise to Power
   2. Napoleonic Code
   3. Napoleonic Wars
   4. Napoleon’s Downfall
   5. Congress of Vienna

B. Essential Questions
   1. How was Napoleon a democratic reformer who advanced the goals of the French Revolution?
   2. How was Napoleon an imperial dictator who held absolute power over the French people?

Unit 5: The Industrial Revolution (p. 283-305)

A. Key Terms, People, Concepts
   1. Agricultural Revolution
   2. Causes of the Industrial Revolution
   3. Major inventions of the Agricultural Revolution and Industrial Revolution
   4. The railroad
   5. Urbanization
   6. Adam Smith and capitalism
   7. Marxist philosophy
   8. Labor unions and reform movements

B. Essential Questions
   1. How did the growth of industry impact society and challenge existing economics systems?
   2. What challenges did workers face, and how did they overcome these challenges?
   3. How could the growth and spread of industrialization lead to an increased demand for resources and competition between countries?